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For every cotrntable set P witi out Akite eha ns there exists a 
P into pairwise disjoint chtis and a~ antichain A such that C’i n A 
Let k’ be a partially ordered sex (po set). Two elements Q and b are 
r& ifa <*b orb < a A sub is a chai~r if every two dis- 
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be a set disjoint from P such that +hzre xists a bijection ’ 
frrom P onto P. Let E be the set 
Ej is a bipartite graph. By Theorem 3 there exists a disjclint 
s and a separating set S such that I (p, (I’ 1 n SI = 1 for wew 
fp, y’) E P and for s E S there exists an edge (p, 4’) f E* for whir-h 
s (p. y’>. We put z q iff fp, (1’1 E E* and we’ put I;Ip) = p if there is 
element q E P sue at (y, y’)E E? t;l is a fkmc tion from P into P tin ele- 
3113ent p E P is called an initial point iff there is no &men”; q E P such that 
k”(q) := p and q # p, Let I be the set of initial points. To every initial point p 
a segwnce o+l JtrEN in the foPowing way: p. =p and pn.,l = i7@,). 
o set P has onl!r finite chains it is clear that for every initial poi 
) is a finite Chain. Obviou:;ly 4X’;: pE I) is a partition 
disjoint,, non-emptqr chains. For every p E I Jet H(c,) be the 
er n sut:h t.hat pn & S. Let p be ~~~~~~~ We shall prove 
: p E I} is an antkhain. Assume p < 0 fur some p. q E 1. Then 
#[rod (p, 4’ ) n S # 0 since S is a separat,ing set. By det”lnition 
wf: have 4 E S. By the properties of S there exists an element 
such that (P, q’) E E”. Therefore r, q E Cr for some t E 1. But this 
tiers 0f 4; The proof is now csmplete. 
at not eveqy ecruntabie po set has a Dilworth decompositicn 
Consiicler the following example. Let 
and iet ,)‘C g iff f g for every f, g E T. Then (T, <) k-, a binary w-tree 
whic”;l hm no Dilworth decomposition. 
Theore~m 4. Let (T, C) be a tree. men T possesses a Dilworth decornpsi- 
tion if and ~4”~ if T is isolated. . 
Proof, Suppos@ that T is isolated. Then A = (xB: B is an isolated branch } 
is a maximal axIt ichain. Let ( be an enumeration of (B: I? is an iso- 
lated branch}. By transfix&e recursion we de5ne B> = B, \ lJaxcp Bk for 
every q< Q. Notice that q+ E S> for every p < Q. 
Suppose th$jt there exists a partition (5 of T inty? pairwise disjoint chains 
and ~II antichwin -4 s.t. C n A + $3 for every C E U . Assume T’ is not isolated. 
Then T possesses an element x such that every branch B is not isolated 
whenever x E B. Let C’ E Cs such that x E CX and . +t y E Cx n A. Put 
z = max {x, y) q Since every branch through x is not .so%ated there are two 
incomparable lements al, a2 such that z < aI and z < a2. Without loss 
of gt:nl=rafity let a1 $ Cx. Let Ctrt E G s-t. al E C& . Since T is a tree every 
element of Cal is comparable with y, so we conclude CIll n A = $3 and this 
is a contradiction. 
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of cIGce. Now we prove the converse. 
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